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Abstract
Cloud Computing is gaining acceptance in many IT organizations, 
as an elastic, flexible and variable-cost way to deploy their service 
platforms using outsourced resources. Major Cloud computing 
companies have started to integrate frameworks for parallel data 
processing in their product portfolio, making it easy for customers 
to access these services and to deploy their programs. However, 
the processing frameworks which are currently used have been 
designed for static, homogeneous cluster setups and disregard 
the particular nature of a cloud. In this paper, we discuss the 
opportunities and challenges for efficient parallel data processing 
in clouds and present our research project Nephele. Nephele is the 
first data processing framework to explicitly exploit the dynamic 
resource allocation offered by today’s IaaS clouds for both, task 
scheduling and execution. Particular tasks of a processing job 
can be assigned to different types of virtual machines which are 
automatically instantiated and terminated during the job execution. 
Based on this new framework, we perform extended evaluations 
of MapReduce-inspired processing jobs on an IaaS cloud system 
and compare the results to the popular data processing framework 
Hadoop.
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I. Introduction
Many-Task Computing (MTC) paradigm [1] embraces different 
types of high-performance applications involving many different 
tasks, and requiring large number of computational resources 
over short periods of time. These tasks can be of very different 
nature, with sizes from small to large, loosely coupled or tightly 
coupled, or tightly coupled, or computeintensive or data-intensive. 
Cloud computing technologies can offer important benefits for 
IT organizations and data centers running MTC applications: 
elasticity and rapid provisioning, enabling the organization to 
increase or decrease its infrastructure capacity within minutes, 
according to the computing necessities. Today a growing number 
of companies have to process huge amounts of data in a cost-
efficient manner. Classic representatives for these companies 
are operators of Internet search engines, like Google, Yahoo, or 
Microsoft. The vast amount of data they have to deal with every day 
has made traditional database solutions prohibitively expensive 
[5]. Instead, these companies have popularized an architectural 
paradigm based on a large number of commodity servers. 
Problems like processing crawled documents or regenerating a 
web index are split into several independent subtasks, distributed 
among the available nodes, and computed in parallel. In order 
to simplify the development of distributed applications on top 
of such architectures, many of these companies have also built 
customized data processing frameworks. Examples are Google’s 
MapReduce [9], Microsoft’s Dryad’s or Yahoo!’s Map-Reduce-
Merge [5]. They can be classified by terms like High-Throughput 
Computing (HTC) or Many-Task Computing (MTC), depending 
on the amount of data and the number of tasks involved in the 
computation. Although these systems differ in design, their 
programming models share similar objectives, namely hiding the 

hassle of parallel programming, fault tolerance, hiding the hassle 
of parallel programming, fault tolerance, can typically continue to 
write sequential programs. The processing framework then takes 
care of distributing the program among the available nodes and 
executes each instance of the program on the appropriate fragment 
of data. For companies that only have to process large amounts of 
data occasionally running their own data center is obviously not 
an option. Instead, Cloud computing has emerged as a promising 
approach to rent a large IT infrastructure on a short-term pay-
per-usage basis. Operators of so called IaaS clouds, like Amazon 
EC2 [1], let processing framework to include the possibility of 
dynamically allocating/deallocating different compute resources 
from a cloud in its scheduling and during job execution.
We present Nephele’s basic architecture and outline how jobs can 
be described and executed in the cloud.

II. Related Works
Middleware, in the context of distributed computing systems, was 
first described by Bernstein et al. [1] as a set of intermediaries for 
the components in a distributed computing system. This concept 
has been extensively utilized during the uprising of the Service-
Oriented Architecture (SOA) where the services in question were 
in fact provided by middleware systems. Middleware in general 
is used to abstract the differences between heterogeneous systems 
and expose a uniform interface. The different cloud middleware 
are:

A. Open Nebula
Borjasotomayor et al. [2] uses Open Nebula as a middleware 
that deploy and manage VMs, either individually or in groups 
that must be Co scheduled on local resources or external public 
clouds. It automates VM setup (preparing disk images, setting up 
networking, and so on) regardless of the underlying virtualization 
layer (Xen, KVM, or VMware are currently supported) or external 
cloud (EC2 or Elastic Hosts are currently supported).

B. Hadoop
Li, Jing-min et al [3] described about Apache Hadoop software 
library which is a framework that allows for the distributed 
processing of large data sets across clusters of computers using 
a simple programming model. It is designed to scale up from 
single servers to thousands of machines, each offering local 
computation and storage. Rather than rely on hardware to deliver 
high-availability, the library itself is designed to detect and handle 
failures at the application layer, so delivering a highly-available 
service on top of a cluster of computers, each of which may be 
prone to failures.

C. Nimbus
Junjie Peng et al [4] presents Nimbus which is an open tool set, 
and also a cloud computing solution providing IaaS It permits 
users lease remote resources and build the required computing 
environment through the deployment of virtual machines. 
Nimbus have supported many nonscientific research domain 
applications.
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III. Proposed System
Today’s processing frameworks typically assume the resources 
they manage consist of a static set of homogeneous compute 
nodes. Although designed to deal with individual nodes failures, 
they consider the number of available machines to be constant, 
especially when scheduling the processing job’s execution. While 
IaaS clouds can certainly be used to create such cluster-like setups, 
much of their flexibility remains unused.
One of an IaaS cloud’s key features is the provisioning of compute 
resources on demand. New VMs can be allocated at any time 
through a well-defined interface and become available in a matter 
of seconds. Machines which are no longer used can be terminated 
instantly and the cloud customer will be charged for them no more. 
Moreover, cloud operators like Amazon let their customers rent 
VMs of different types, i.e. with different computational power, 
different sizes of main memory, and storage. Hence, the compute 
resources available in a cloud are highly dynamic and possibly 
heterogeneous.
This new paradigm allows allocating compute resources 
dynamically and just for the time they are required in the processing 
workflow. E.g., a framework exploiting the possibilities of a cloud 
could start with a single VM which analyzes an incoming job and 
then advises the cloud to directly start the required VMs according 
to the job’s processing phases. After each phase, the machines 
could be released and no longer contribute to the overall cost for 
the processing job

The scheduler of such a framework must become aware of • 
the cloud environment a job should be executed in. It must 
know about the different types of available VMs as well as 
their cost and be able to allocate or destroy them on behalf 
of the cloud customer.
The paradigm used to describe jobs must be powerful enough • 
to express dependencies between the different tasks the jobs 
consists of. The system must be aware of which task’s output 
is required as another task’s input. Otherwise the scheduler 
of the processing framework cannot decide at what point in 
time a particular VM is no longer needed and deallocate it. 
The MapReduce pattern is a good example of an unsuitable 
paradigm here: Although at the end of a job only few reducer 
tasks may still be running, it is not possible to shut down the 
idle VMs, since it is unclear if they contain inter- mediate 
results which are still required.
Finally, the scheduler of such a processing framework must • 
be able to determine which task of a job should be executed 
on which type of VM and, possibly, how many of those. 
This information could be either provided externally, e.g. as 
an annotation to the job description, or deduced internally, 
e.g. from collected statistics, similarly to the way database 
systems try to optimize their execution schedule over time

Nephele, a new data processing framework for cloud environments. 
Nephele takes up many ideas of previous processing frameworks 
but refines them to better match the dynamic and opaque nature 
of a cloud.

Fig. 1: Structure Overview of Nephele Running in an Infrastructure-
as-a-Service (IaaS) Cloud

Before submitting a Nephele compute job, a user must start a • 
VM in the cloud which runs the so called Job Manager (JM). 
The Job Manager receives the client’s jobs, is responsible for 
scheduling them, and coordinates their execution.It is capable 
of communicating with the interface the cloud operator 
provides to control the instantiation of VMs
We call this interface the Cloud Controller.( the Cloud • 
Controller the Job Manager can allocate or deallocate VMs 
according to the current job execution phase.
The term instance type will be used to differentiate between • 
VMs with different hardware characteristics. E.g., the instance 
type “m1.small” could denote VMs with one CPU core, one 
GB of RAM, and a 128 GB disk while the instance type “c1.
xlarge” could refer to machines with 8 CPU cores, 18 GB 
RAM, and a 512 GB disk.
The actual execution of tasks which a Nephele job consists • 
of is carried out by a set of instances. Each instance runs a 
so-called Task Manager (TM).
A Task Manager receives one or more tasks from the Job • 
Manager at a time, executes them, and after that informs the 
Job Manager about their completion or possible errors.
 Unless a job is submitted to the Job Manager, we expect the • 
set of instances (and hence the set of Task Managers) to be 
empty. Upon job reception the Job Manager then decides, 
depending on the job’s particular tasks, how many and what 
type of instances the job should be executed on, and when the 
respective instances must be allocated/deallocated to ensure 
a continuous but cost-efficient processing.
The newly allocated instances boot up with a previously • 
compiled VM image. The image is configured to automatically 
start a Task Manager and register it with the Job Manager.
Once all the necessary Task Managers have successfully • 
contacted the Job Manager, it triggers the execution of the 
scheduled job.
Initially, the VM images used to boot up the Task Managers • 
are blank and do not contain any of the data the Nephele job 
is supposed to operate on. As a result, we expect the cloud 
to offer persistent storage (like e.g. Amazon S3 [3]). This 
persistent storage is supposed to store the job’s input data and 
eventually receive its output data. It must be accessible for 
both the Job Manager as well as for the set of Task Managers, 
even if they are connected by a private or virtual network.

A. Job Description
The jobs in Nephele are expressed as a Directed Acyclic • 
Graph (DAG). Each vertex in the graph represents a task 
of the overall processing job, the graph’s edges define the 
communication flow between these tasks.
The first reason is that DAGs allow tasks to have multiple • 
input and multiple output edges. This tremendously simplifies 
the implementation of classic data combining functions like, 
e.g., join operations
The DAG’s edges explicitly model the communication paths • 
of the processing job. As long as the particular tasks only 
exchange data through these designated communication 
edges, Nephele can always keep track of what instance might 
still require data from what other instances and which instance 
can potentially be shut down and deallocated.
 Defining a Nephele job comprises three mandatory steps: • 
First, the user must write the program code for each task of his 
processing job or select it from an external library. Second, the 
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task program must be assigned to a vertex. Finally, the vertices 
must be connected by edges to define the communication 
paths of the job.

B. Job Scheduling and Execution
After having received a valid Job Graph from the user, Nephele’s 
Job Manager transforms it into a so-called Execution Graph An 
Execution Graph is Nephele’s primary data structure for scheduling 
and monitoring the execution of a Nephele job. Unlike the 
abstract Job Graph, the Execution Graph contains all the concrete 
information required to schedule and execute the received job on 
the cloud. It explicitly models task parallelization and the mapping 
of tasks to instances. Depending on the level of annotations the 
user has provided with his Job Graph, Nephele may have different 
degrees of freedom in constructing the Execution Graph. 

1. Parallelization and Scheduling Strategies
The constructing an Execution Graph from a user’s submitted Job 
Graph may leave different degrees of freedom to Nephele. Using 
this freedom to construct the most efficient Execution Graph (in 
terms of processing time or monetary cost) is currently a major 
focus of our research.
Unless the user provides any job annotation which contains more 
specific instructions we currently pursue a simple default strategy: 
Each vertex of the Job Graph is transformed into one Execution 
Vertex. The default channel types are network channels. Each 
Execution Vertex is by default assigned to its own Execution 
Instance unless the user’s annotations or other scheduling 
restrictions (e.g. the usage of in-memory channels) prohibit it. 
The default instance type to be used is the one with the lowest 
price per time unit available in the IaaS cloud.
One fundamental idea to refine the scheduling strategy for 
recurring jobs is to use feedback data. We developed a profiling 
subsystem for Nephele which can continously monitor running 
tasks and the underlying instances. Based on the Java Management 
Extensions (JMX) the profiling subsystem is, among other things, 
capable of breaking down what percentage of its processing time 
a task thread actually spends processing user code and what 
percentage of time it has to wait for data. With the collected 
data Nephele is able to detect both computational as well as I/O 
bottlenecks. While computational bottlenecks suggest a higher 
degree of parallelization for the affected tasks, I/O bottlenecks 
provide hints to switch to faster channel types (like inmemory 
channels) and reconsider the instance assignment. Since Nephele 
calculates a cryptographic signature for each task, recurring tasks 
can be identified and the previously recorded feedback data can 
be exploited.
A user can utilize this visual feedback to improve his job 
annotations for upcoming job executions. In more advanced 
versions of Nephele we envision the system to automatically adapt 
to detected bottlenecks, either between consecutive executions of 
the same job or even during job execution at runtime.

IV. Conclusion
In this paper Nephele is the first data processing framework to 
explicitly exploit the dynamic resource allocation offered by today’s 
IaaS clouds for both, task scheduling and execution. Particular 
tasks of a processing job can be assigned to different types of virtual 
machines which are automatically instantiated and terminated 
during the job execution. Based on this new framework, we 
perform extended evaluations of MapReduceinspired processing 

jobs on an IaaS cloud system. The dynamic allocation of resources 
provides high performance processing power and it allows the user 
to obtain the resources dynamically. The “Integration of Sound 
Signature in Graphical Password Authentication System” which 
is implemented in cloud provides security to the resources.
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